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                            Easy does it.

                                        Our white label website builder, e-commerce and bookings software gives your small business customers everything they need – and nothing they don’t – to thrive online.

                                        Request demo
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            				Appiness Guaranteed.

										Simple, reliable and mobile-first by design – BaseKit products get a thumbs up from happy users on the go. That means low churn and increased customer satisfaction for our 100+ partners. Happy days. 

			        

                
            

        
 
         
    




    
                                    
                                            
                                                                A secure online store with 15+ payment gateways, that integrates with social media or any website.

                                                                
                        Discover BaseKit Store
                                    

        
                            
                                            
                                                                An intuitive website builder that creates beautiful, energy efficient cross-device ready websites.

                                                                
                        Discover BaseKit Site
                                    

        
                            
                                            
                                                                A slick scheduling system with built-in payments that connects with any calendar, and links with any website or social media.

                                                                
                        Discover BaseKit Bookings
                                    

        
                    
                
    






    
                    
                Demand little.

Deliver lots.

SaaS or on-premise, white labelled or branded, we can make our software easy to integrate with your infrastructure and provide exceptional account managed support.

That means there’s little demand on your ecosystem, your customers, time or resources. Leaving you to deliver lots of sales to many happy customers.
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                You’re in good company…

We’re excited to work with ambitious partners who are just as committed as we are to helping small businesses start a business and thrive online fast.

View case study

            

                            	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    
	

                        
                    


            





    
                    Latest news.
            

                
                            
                                                                
                            
                            
                                

                            

                            
                                Product                                BaseKit 2024 Product Roadmap

                                We have exciting news for 2024 as we unveil the innovative design features shaping the BaseKit product roadmap this year, focused on AI, design excellence and customer engagement.

                                More
                            

                        
                                                                    
                            
                            
                                

                            

                            
                                Team BaseKit                                Week two of #BCORPMONTH with BaseKit Community Lead, Antonia

                                Week two of #BCORPMONTH, we’re excited to catch up with Antonia, our B Corp Community Lead and Marketing Director.

                                More
                            

                        
                                                                    
                            
                            
                                

                            

                            
                                Announcements                                BaseKit 2023 Impact Report

                                In May 2023, BaseKit was absolutely thrilled to be officially accredited as a B Corporation with an impact score of 86.2. We’re excited to publish our 2023 Impact Report which brings to life the work we have done and the impact we have made throughout 2023.

                                More
                            

                        
                                                                    
                            
                            
                                

                            

                            
                                Team BaseKit                                IWD24: Inclusion with Tash, Tennille and Zuza

                                This International Women’s Day we’re celebrating some of the amazing women who help make BaseKit the company it is today. 
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            				Stay tuned

										With over a decade of small business insight and technical expertise, stay up to date with the latest industry thinking, product updates and announcements from BaseKit.
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                Good inside

and out

Working with BaseKit doesn’t just mean working with the best software, but also putting people before pixels. We value honest, enriching teamwork and we place the communities we serve at the heart of our vision.

We are committed to our journey as part of the B Corp movement and we’re passionate about the thriving role of small-businesses in a sustainable global digital economy.

Learn more
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1. Introduction
This privacy policy sets out how we use and protect any information that you provide to BaseKit.

We are committed to ensuring that your privacy is protected. Any personal information you provide when using our products or services will only be used in accordance with this policy.

Note that this policy does not cover how we use and protect information provided to us from website builder customers. If you are a Go Sitebuilder customer, please see the Go Sitebuilder Privacy Policy. If you are a customer of another company that offers BaseKit’s website builder, please see the company’s privacy policy available via their website.

We may change this policy from time to time by updating this page. You should check this page to ensure that you are happy with any changes. This policy is effective from January 2019.

 



2. What information we collect
We may collect the information you provide when you get in touch with us via the website, email, or phone.
	You transfer your information to us via the website by filling in and submitting a form. We offer a number of different forms to help you find out more about the products and services we offer.
	We have a number of different email addresses you can use to contact us. If you’re not sure which one to use then we recommend you send an email to support@basekit.com
	We don’t provide a central phone number but BaseKit team members may provide their direct phone number for you to contact them.


 



3. How we use the information
The information that we collect and store about you is primarily used to help us to stay in touch with you to provide our products and services. However, we may also use your information:
	To improve our products and services
	To send promotional email communications about special offers, news, product updates or other information which we think you may find interesting
	To contact you for market research purposes


Note that we will only use your information as described in 3 and 4 above when you have explicitly opted in to receive such communications. You may opt out of these communications at any time by clicking the Unsubscribe link in any email or by sending a request to support@basekit.com

 



4. Storing your personal data
We store the data we collect using third party tools such as CRMs and databases. Any data we store is only accessible directly by a small number of authorised staff.

The third parties that we use may store your data in locations outside of the EEA. We carefully review each supplier to ensure they handle data in line with this policy.

We will store your data for as long as you remain a customer of BaseKit, or where you have actively been in contact with us about our products and services. We will keep data for up to 5 years if you’re not a customer or if we don’t hear from you.

 



5. Security
We are committed to ensuring that your information is secure. In order to prevent unauthorised access or disclosure, we have put in place suitable physical, electronic, and managerial processes to secure and safeguard the data we collect and store.

The transmission of information via the internet is not completely secure and we cannot guarantee the security of data sent to us electronically. The transmission of data is entirely at your own risk.

 



6. How we use cookies
A cookie is a small file which allows websites and apps to identify individual users and store information about each user’s preferences. A cookie does not give access to any more information than a user chooses to provide. We use cookies:
	To identify where visitors to the website came from
	To identify the content that is being viewed


The third party suppliers that we work with may also use cookies for similar purposes. We carefully review each supplier to ensure they handle data in line with this policy.

You may choose to enable or disable cookies. Most web browsers automatically enable cookies, but you can usually modify a browser’s settings to disable cookies if you prefer. If you disable cookies you may not be able to take full advantage of our websites.

 



7. Disclosing your information
We may disclose your information to third party suppliers that we work with to provide our products and services. We carefully review each supplier to ensure they handle data in line with this policy.

We may also disclose your information where we are required to do so by law.

 



8. Controlling your personal information
You may choose to restrict the collection or use of your personal information in the following ways:
	When providing any information to BaseKit via this website, you may opt in to receive promotional email communications.
	If you receive a promotional email, you may opt out by clicking the Unsubscribe link at the bottom of the email.
	At any time you can opt out of promotional email communications by sending a request to support@basekit.com
	If you would like us to delete all the information we have collected about you, send a request to support@basekit.com
	If you would like to otherwise restrict the use of the information we have collected about you, send a request to support@basekit.com
	Should you wish to access the information we hold about you, please send a request to support@basekit.com
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